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Abstract—Automatic methods to evaluate the validity of computational electromagnetics computer modeling and simulations have widespread applications. The Feature Selective Validation method is a heuristic technique which has been shown to give broad agreement with visual assessment for 1-dimensional data. As a heuristic technique, extending the dimensionality is an important target for the improvement and development of FSV. One of the major challenges in the development of n-dimensional FSV is the difficulty of obtaining visual assessment results, since the visual comparison of three and higher dimensional data is difficult or even impossible. This paper formulates the comparison of 3-dimensional data based on an established generalized n-dimensional FSV approach. The performance of the approach is investigated by means of the LIVE Video Quality Database which provides subjective scores of 150 distorted videos. A statistical evaluation of the relative performance of FSV and other publicly available full-reference Video Quality Assessment algorithms is presented. Further, parameter tuning is performed to improve the agreement of 3-dimensional FSV results and subjective scores. The proposed approach is finally applied to the self-referenced validation of an electromagnetic simulation model to identify and locate the continuous variation of electric field within a region of space.





t had been ten years since the Feature Selective Validation (FSV) method was first published in the IEEE transaction on Electromagnetic Compatibility in 2006 [1][2]. The FSV method has been proved to be valid and useful in the validation of computational electromagnetics (CEM) even though it shows drawbacks in some special situations [3][4]. Several rounds of performance tests and enhancements have been made in the past ten years [5]-[9]. Based on these progresses, it is time to extend the FSV method to the comparison of multiple datasets or n-dimensional (n-D)space, which is one of the topics for future investigation mentioned in the 2006 paper [2]. 
From an application perspective, the validation of three and higher dimensional CEM results is a challenging topic as the visual assessment in this case would be quite difficult or even impossible. In particular, the three-dimensional (3D) data has been frequently used in the CEM, which is often presented in the form of the distribution of H/E field within a region of space or time-varying H/E field in a two-dimensional area. With the development of 3D electromagnetic measurement and visualization techniques [10]-[12], it is conjectured that the 3D FSV method would play an important role in the validate or calibrate of the CEM results.
Actually, several efforts have been made to extend the one-dimensional FSV (1D-FSV) to two-dimensional FSV (2D-FSV) [13]-[17]. A recently published approach is to repeatedly apply 1D-FSV to different dimensions of the multiple datasets [18], which has been demonstrated a very good linear correlation with visual assessment results. The methodology of extending the approach in [18] to higher dimensional data comparison was briefly discussed and did not give further investigation. Therefore, as the follow-up of [18], we formulate and investigate the extension of 2D-FSV to three-dimensional (3D-FSV) datasets in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, the 3D-FSV algorithm is outlined and its performance is evaluated by the Laboratory for Image and Video Engineering (LIVE) Video Quality Database in Section III. The optimization of the parameters of 3D-FSV method is further discussed in this section. A CEM example is used to test the performance of the proposed approach in Section IV. Finally, we present some conclusions.
II	Algorithm: from FSV 1D to FSV 3D
For the 1D-FSV, the datasets under comparison (e.g., simulated result and measured result) are first interpolated over the common window (often common frequency range) to ensure that the data-points to be compared are coincident. Then the processed datasets are Fourier transformed in to frequency domain. After that, the DC, low- and high-frequency portions are separated out and then inverse transformed back into the original domain. These portions are compared in the original domain to give the Amplitude Difference Measure (ADM) and Feature Difference Measure (FDM) which reflect the trend and feature differences between data sets, respectively. The Global Difference Measure (GDM) is a combination of the ADM and FDM. These indicators are presented in the form of point-by-point values xDMi (x is A, F or G), a single value of goodness-of-fit xDMtot (x is A, F or G) or the corresponding natural language descriptor (excellent, very good, good, fair, poor, very poor). Further, xDMc (x is A, F or G) is used to show the proportion of the point-by-point analyses of each of the components that falls into the six natural language descriptor categories. The details of 1D-FSV can be found in [19][20].
In general, the n-dimensional FSV (nD-FSV) approach proposed in [18] is to repeatedly use 1D FSV on each dimension of datasets. To get the combined xDMi, the weighted root square at any one point is taken, which will keep FSV in the ‘normal’ range, as referred to 1D FSV, irrespective of the number of degrees of freedom. The general procedure of the 3D-FSV is as follows.
If the input 3D data is I1 and I2 with the same size of L*M*N, they are compared by:
1) treating data along each direction,  (),  (), and  () as single files, as shown in Fig. 1.
2) Applying 1D FSV to each direction separately and calculate all the xDMi and xDMtot value for each data. Note: subscripts X, Y and Z represent the three directions, respectively;
       (1)
      (2)
       (3)

Fig. 1.  Concept of transferring 3D to 1D data.
3) Joining all the data and get back to 3D data.
According to the calculation of (1) to (3), we can get three xDMi values for each individual data points. They are combined on a point-by-point basis through the weighting factors, , according to (4) and (5) where ADMi and FDMi are the combined point-by-point results of 3D data;  and are the 1D FSV results of each direction of 3D data. The weighting factor  ranges from 0 to 1. They are related by following constraint.
                                     (6)
The calculation of  in (7)-(9) is adopted by considering that the weight of information given in each direction of 3D data is proportional to the length of data. 
                                   (7)
                                   (8)
                                   (9)
where L, M and N are the length of data along X, Y and Z directions, respectively.
The GDMi of 3D data comparison combines the ADMi and FDMi without the inclusion of a separate weighting factor, which is in line with 1D FSV approach.
        (10)
If  is defined as the global point-by-point results of each direction data, as outlined in (11), we get (12) by substituting (4), (5) and (11) into (10). Equation (12) indicates the consistency of (4), (5) and (10).
        (11)
The xDMtot is calculated in the same way as 1D FSV.
    (13)




                             (4)
                             (5)





III	Verification of the FSV 3D Algorithm
With regard to the performance assessment of the FSV method, the traditional procedure is 
1) Presenting a set of pairs of data which contains a variety of levels of visual similarity to a number of engineers. 
2) The engineers are asked to give a qualitative assessment about the level of similarity according to the six-point rating scale (excellent, very good, good, fair, poor, very poor).
3) A mean visual rating is obtained and the spread of results for each graph is presented as a histogram.
4) The performance of the FSV method is demonstrated by comparing the GDMc results and visual histograms.
But for the 3D data, it is difficult to find such kind of visual reference data in the field of CEM. In addition, visually assessing 3D data is a challenging task for most of engineers, which need careful design and conscientious implementation. Therefore, the LIVE Video Quality Assessment Database [21][22] is used in the verification of the 3D-FSV method.

A.	Comparing FSV 3D Results with Difference Mean Opinion Scores
The LIVE Video Quality Database contains 150 distorted videos (obtained from ten uncompressed reference videos of natural scenes) that were created using four different commonly encountered distortion types [21]: MPEG-2 compression, H.264 compression, simulated transmission of H.264 compressed bit streams through error-prone IP networks, and through error-prone wireless networks, as shown in Table I. Each video was assessed by 38 human subjects, and the difference mean opinion scores (DMOS) in the range [0, 100] were recorded. Unreliable subjects were discarded and 29 valid subjects were finally obtained.
For our example, the video files need to be transformed into 3D data. The original YUV 4:2:0 video format is first transformed into a series of RGB images with 768*432 pixels, as shown in Fig. 2. The images correspond one-to-one with the frames of original video. Then a function was used to convert the images to gray scale. In this way, the 3D matrix of the original and distorted videos are obtained, which provide input for the FSV-3D algorithm proposed in Section II.

TABLE I 
Distortion Categories and the Number of Distorted Videos







All the 150 videos are compared with their reference video by 3D-FSV method. Fig. 3(a) presents the scatter plot of the 3D-FSV results (GDMtot) versus DMOS for all videos. In general, the assessments given by 3D-FSV method show a rough linear relation with visual subjective assessment.
The degree of agreement between MOS and FSV results is quantitatively indicated by Spearman's Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient (SROCC) which is a nonparametric measure of statistical dependence between two variables. It assesses how well the relationship between two variables can be described using a monotonic function. 


Fig. 2.  3D data transformed from the “Blue Sky” video. 

Table II compares the performance of several publicly available objective video quality assessment (VQA) methods in terms of SORCC for each distortion type and for the entire LIVE Video Quality Database. It is indicated that the proposed 3D-FSV approach show better performance than Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity (SSIM) [23], and comparable performance with Video Quality Metric (VQM) [24] and Visual Signal-to-Noise Ratio (VSNR) [25]. The best performing VQA algorithm is the Temporal Motion-based Video Integrity Evaluation (MOVIE) [26]. In terms of the distortion methods, the 3D-FSV algorithm is better suited to assess the quality of the H.264 compressed video.

TABLE II 









It is noted in Table III that the value of SROCC for each type of video is much greater than that of all videos. This may be attributed to the fact that the DMOS is not directly given by the score assigned by subjects. Account for the variability in the use of the quality scale by the subject, the DMOS value is calibrated by
                                  (14)
where  is the score assigned by subject i to video j;  is the score assigned by subject i to the reference video of video j; is the ‘corrected’ score.
However, this kind of variability, assigning a non-zero score to the ‘perfect’ reference video, should be interpreted as ‘uncertainty’ rather than ‘error’. For the former case, the processing of (14) is unnecessary.

TABLE III 
SROCC Results for Rifferent Reference Videos












A four-parameter, monotonic logistic function presented in [27] is adopted to fit the GDMtot values to the DMOS scores. Nonlinear least squares estimation is performed to find the optimal parameters, ,  and  in the function. Initial values of the parameters are chosen based on the recommendation in [27].
               (15)
where  represents the 3D-FSV predicts for video i.  is the fitted scores for video i.






Fig. 3.  Scatter plots and the best fitting logistic functions of objective VQA scores versus DMOS for all videos in the LIVE Video Quality Database. (a) 3D-FSV, (b) Temporal MOVIE [21].

It is indicated by the fitted functions that the Temporal MOVIE method is insensitive to the difference of videos with small DMOS. In contrast, the 3D-FSV method is comparatively insensitive to the videos with medium quality.

B.	Calibration of FSV 3D Parameters
The SROCC comparison in Table II reveals that the 3D-FSV method does not have significant advantage over the current VQA methods. So this section will focus on the topic that how to improve the performance of 3D-FSV by parameter tuning. Considering that the calculation of FSV algorithm is entirely based on the DC, Low- and High-frequency components, the parameters used in the filter are chosen as the objects to be adjusted. Naturally, the SROCC between GDMtot and DMOS is the objective function. 
It is indicated in Fig.4 that the two break points,  and , between the three components are key parameter of the filter. The default value of  is 5 in the 1D-FSV. For the , it is decided by the ‘40%’ location that is calculated by
                        (16)
                           (17)
where  is the value of the ith independent variable within the transformed data set;  is the sum of the values of the independent variable; is the total number of elements within the data set.
For the convenience of analysis, the proportion , whose default value is 0.4 in (16), is used to represent the influence of the .
The following parameter values are chosen to do the parameter sweep after several rounds of rough calculation: =[5 7 9 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 26 28 30] and =[0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5].
Fig. 5 outlines the parameter sweep results. It is shown that the variation of  and  does have influence on the SROCC whose value reach the maximum when =16 and =0.1. But this kind of improvement is not significant as indicated by the comparison in Fig. 6. It is also indicated by Fig. 5 that the SROCC value becomes more and more sensitive to the change of with the increase of .








Fig. 5. Results of the parameter sweep: (a) 3D view and (b) 2D view.


Fig. 6. Comparison of scatter plot for different parameters 

IV	Example of Implementation
To further test the performance of the 3D-FSV method, 3D datasets coming from EMC simulations by CST Studio 2016 [28] are compared, which is often applied in the a self-referenced model validation [19]. The configuration of the model is shown in Fig. 7. The simulation is performed as follows.
•	The computational domain is 100*100*100 mm3, and the background material is vacuum.
•	The domain is divided in two sub volumes (A and B) by a slab. The slab is composed by an absorbing material properly working from 0 to 18 GHz. The slab thickness is 0.5 mm.
•	The source is an electric dipole whose radius is 0.5 mm and the  length is 4 mm.
•	The E-field values, at 10 GHz, are extracted just from the volume B with data size 200*200*200.




Fig. 7.  Configuration of the CST model.





Fig. 8.  Spatial distribution of the electric field for different distances between dipole and slab. 














Fig. 10.  GDMi results for 3D-FSV (25mm versus 6mm) with parameters (a) =5, =0.4 and  (b) =16, =0.1.

In addition, the change of xDMtot for the default parameters in Fig. 9 is smoother than that for ‘optimized’ parameters.

V	Conclusion
The extension of FSV method from 1D to 3D is investigated based on the generalized n-dimensional FSV approach. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated by means of subjective visual scores of the LIVE Video Quality Database. It is demonstrated that the 3D-FSV results show clear correlation with DMOS results. And the proposed approach reaches comparable level compared with several publicly available objective VQA methods.
The optimization of the parameters of 3D-FSV is also discussed. Parameter sweep is performed on two parameters,  and , which is associated with break points of difference frequency components. It is indicated that the optimization results is not significant although the SROCC increases. 
The 3D-FSV is finally applied to the 3D data of a CEM model. The continuous change of the 3D data is identified and located by the 3D-FSV method.
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